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1 Introduction
When developing software in Operational Research (OR), one usually aims at getting the
shortest execution time. There are multiple means to achieve this, including improving the
algorithmic time complexity (finding better suited algorithms and data structures), optimizing
the code (e.g. to avoid cache misses), parallelizing the execution... These improvements can
be written by the end developer, requiring some coding effort and knowledge, whereas some of
them could be achieved automatically.

In [3] we proposed a library to ease the building of parallel implementations of OR algorithms
from the knowledge of their structure with no runtime overhead. We chose to use algorithmic
skeletons [2] in order to describe metaheuristics and make them ready for parallelization. For
this purpose, Template Metaprogramming (TMP) techniques are used first to provide facilities
to describe a metaheuristic as a composition of algorithmic skeletons, and secondly to analyze
and transform the skeleton, at compile-time, into an efficient code to be executed at runtime.

C++ TMP allows writing full algorithms to be executed at compile-time, but it is rare for
an end developer to use TMP directly, as its syntax greatly differs from the usual language.
Hence, we present here some insights of an intermediary library designed to ease the writing
of code to process the algorithmic skeletons at compile-time as trees and vectors.

2 Skeletons as trees
To explain our approach, we consider the algorithmic skeleton of the Greedy Randomized
Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP). This algorithm is a parametric structure that can be
illustrated as in figure 1 where each circle corresponds to a muscle (i.e. a parameter that is a
sequential function to be provided by the end developer) and each dotted box corresponds to a
bone (i.e. an elementary predefined sequential or parallel pattern). A farm (farmsel) repeats
a series (serial) of a constructive heuristic (CH) followed by a local search (LS), and keeps the
best result (Sel).

Once a skeleton has been described with our skeleton library using TMP [3], we propose to
transform it, at compile-time, into a tree (cf. figure 2), as it is a well-known data structure,
easier to manipulate than algorithmic skeletons by the end developer. In such a tree, branch
nodes are bones (their children being the tasks they execute) and leaves are muscles.

From this structure, it is simple for instance to detect, at compile-time, the number of
parallelizable levels of an algorithm, which is necessary to produce an efficient parallel imple-
mentation. GRASP has only one parallelizable level (as it only has one farmsel, cf. figure 2),
whereas GRASPxELS (GRASP with Evolutionary Local Search (ELS) as local search, cf.
figure 3) has two levels (as it results in a farmsel composed of another farmsel).

Our library provides functions to use directly with trees at compile-time, like TreeAccumulate
that, similarly to the std::accumulate function on containers of C++ standard library, goes
through all the nodes N of a tree to apply an accumulation function F in order to compute



a value (e.g. the sum of the values of the nodes). Writing such an algorithm is some kind of
functional programming based on template recursivity. Here, TreeAccumulate calls function
F on each node N , from root to leaves, given R1, ..., Rn the results of TreeAccumulate on
each child C1, ..., Cn of N . Such code is hidden from the end developer that will only call the
algorithm providing a function for accumulation, which can be compared to Boost.MPL [1].
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FIG. 2: GRASP skeleton as tree
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FIG. 3: GRASPxELS skeleton as tree

For instance, counting the parallelizable levels of a skeleton using TreeAccumulate requires
for the end developer to write an accumulation function ParLevel(N, R1, ..., Rn) that returns
1 + max(R1, ..., Rn) if the current node is a branch and a farmsel, max(R1, ..., Rn) otherwise.

The tree structure can also be transformed into a vector (storing the nodes in sequence
according to a specific order). With this form, it is possible for the end developer to get the
number of parallelizable levels of a skeleton by writing a sequence of common accumulate and
transform operations on vectors. Both structures (tree and vector) and their algorithms will
be presented in TMP code excerpts to show how to write programs executed at compile-time
in a form close to the programming language that the end developer is accustomed to.

3 Conclusion
Through our algorithmic skeleton library, we demonstrate the possibility to process information
at compile-time using metaprogramming with no runtime overhead on generated program. This
is in use, for example, to calculate the number of parallelizable levels in a given algorithm or
to apply transformations to a skeleton (e.g. merging serial structures) in order to improve the
generated code. This processing is simplified by the usage of an intermediary tool set that
allows one to write Template Metaprogramming (TMP) by a means similar to classic run-time
algorithms (e.g. transformations and accumulations).
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